
FAASTeam presents:

ONLINE VIEWING ONLY Ground School Refresher VFR Charts



Available for Online Viewing Only.
San Carlos Flight Center is temporarily moving its
seminars from in-person attendance to online
viewing due to the public health risk from the
Coronovirus.   As a courtesy the center is making
this streaming service free to the public
at https://sancarlosflight.com/covid-19/seminars
Do you know how to identify where certain VFR
reporting waypoints are on a chart?  Do you know
if the airport you are landing at has an operating
beacon?  Do you know if the airport you are
landing at has pilot controlled lighting, or lighting
at all?  Or maybe if you just want a VFR chart
refresher, this is the place for you to be.
VFR charts pack an extraordinary amount of
material and represent a 3-dimensional world of
terrain and airspaces in 2 dimensions.  They
describe graphically the earth as it looks to us
pilots from the air.  And no matter how much we
study them and how good we get at interpreting
them there is always something new or some
little nuance that we didn’t realize. Lastly, they
are fun.  Who doesn’t enjoy looking at a map,
especially an aviation one?
Join a San Carlos Flight Center CFI Russel
Bowerman as he gives a ground school
refresher.  He will actively involve the audience in
this fun review of VFR charts and point out
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interesting facts that you then can go out and
impress your friends.
 
Russel Bowerman has always maintained an
interest in aviation, visiting aviation museums,
taking sightseeing flights, and staying up to date
on all the newest fighter jets and airliners.  After
receiving his Private Pilot Certificate in 2018, he
decided to make a career of it, attaining his
Commercial and CFI ratings. Russell has been
teaching and loving it ever since. Beyond flying,
he really enjoys traveling and feels lucky to meet
new people and learn about their diverse
backgrounds in the process of flight training.
Directions: Pilots who fly in should park in transient parking
on the opposite side of the field and expect to walk about 10
minutes (.5 mile) to the Flight Center. Suite 215 is upstairs in
the northwest corner. On occasion, rides may be prearranged
through San Carlos Aviation and Supply.

A message from the National FAASTeam Manager
Earn your WINGS to get a chance to win a cash prize. Go to

www.mywingsinitiative.org

for more info.

Join us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/GASafety/

Sign up for the FAA's safety services at www.FAASafety.gov!



The FAA Safety Team (FAASTeam) is committed to providing equal access to this meeting/event for all participants. If you need
alternative formats or services because of a disability, please communicate your request as soon as possible with the person in the

“Contact Information” area of the meeting/event notice. Note that two weeks is usually required to arrange services.


